


Monday, 6th April
Got up had breakfast, showered, brushed teeth, watch news in-
between. News reader was sexually arousing their tight fitting 
cloths showed the parts I enjoyed looking at. The news was read 
out with a defining tone each story clearly with an offensive ac-
cent. Buy Milk. 



The Oasis



A water bottle stands on a wooden bench surrounded by slightly 
cooled air from the stream of  the oasis whiles the shades of  the 
raising palm trees covers the ground with a green brown canopy 
whiles the dry desert surroundings removed the hints of  humid-
ity; whiles those distinctive preferable brown earthy tones are 
darken only by the flow of  river water; a place of  peace and calm 
interrupted only by the sounds of  movement from open jeeps, 
that carry visitors across oasis landscape and up into the hills 
and surrounding aired rocky land; the crowds will share when 
the jeep hits the river banks and flashes them with stream of  
cooling water as a final of  a forty minute adventure tour; such 
calm lays its necessity towards the spirituality, for those who are 
lucky enough, to feel the warmth of  the air and the speckling sun 
breaking through the canopy above, whiles exploding the aired 
lands. Though for many it is a memory only seen in make shift 
photos on technicolour screens stared at by quickening fingers 
and double taped hearts—quick to decided,  allows for the spirit 
to die, for lonely gratification; devoid of  emotion, composed 
for satisfaction, our actions are then lost for its all fucking gar-
bage— an opening in the desert for life to flow and to explore, 
the oasis, the gateway towards the greater landscape littered with 
signs: beware of  the cougars and snake, do not forget to stuck 
up on anti-venom whiles you find your healthy adventure with 
muffins of  bananas and nuts. The oasis stays open 24/7 for all 
those who have the need, something extra, something more than 
just a desert getaway, more than a resort of  holiday makers with 
tans and happy drinks; not as sinister or dangerous place, as the 
perceived vision of  nature so brilliantly opposed by the delivers 
of  conceited landscapes and endless roads, black tarmacs and 
uninspiring architecture. Nature was now our new home a place 
where we could leave our marks and shape it to our aesthetical 
ideals, we lived in it, we loved it, we believed in its healing prop-
erties and sexual delights; its aesthetical inspirations that drove 
those humanitarian creators, who used nature to demonstrate 
art as its finest creation and so one would often find trinkets, 
objects and lovers left in these spaces of  humanitarian creation. 
The water bottle stands by itself, an expression of  human crea-



tion, a force that stands resilient against the natural world and 
its sublimity; its humanitarian beauty being heightened by waves 
of  light stream across it plastic exterior; it stands by itself  like so 
many before, left by individuals too proud to clear the natural 
world as they seem it as their property, their right to own and 
damage, their love for imaginary forces over the visible; these 
bottles are brought on a short journeys from strategically placed 
visiting centre down dirt paths into places of  worthy screen time; 
left behind for the force of  nature and continual achievement 
of  freedom for the individuals, to bring back the bottles is an 
act of  the un-individuals as such actions is work; and work is 
done by others whom come and clean, whom should be grate-
ful by the generosity of  the individual in paying them for their 
free labour of  removal; why should we work through the labour 
of  removing bottles and trash; nature is there to be enjoyed and 
not a place for work proclaims the free humanitarian. The bottle 
stands isolated on the table waiting to be removed by a caring in-
dividual who sees the spaces more than just an individual journey 
of  discovery; a wholesome place of  nature, a place that is not just 
part of  the stream of  people from the concrete jungles of  old, 
those polluting cities laying bare occupied only by those deplor-
able people as those great humanitarians of  the creative spirit 
changed their minds on city living; though they left their mental-
ity still lingers, as the countryside filled with individuals whose 
only purpose was to gratify their own need of  licks and clicks. 
The lonely bottle lingers still in the oasis and so many more bot-
tles stand by themselves as signs of  individuality, as a sign of  the 
human need to become independent and special; the humanitari-
an search for a true self, to escape the collective minds that for so 
long was encouraged by the city living; now in the countryside, 
in the deserts, in the fields and forest; anew stands the humans 
free to express themselves, to be individuals connected to nature, 
the net and each other. The oasis will forever be stationed with 
a standing bottle as a sign of  forgotten beauty, a memory of  a 
place that was once visited for its aesthetical experience; now 
turned into a failed memory no more than a disappearing state 
of  emotion and vague imagery; so it counties, visitors arrive at 



the centre, buy their products and prepare for their experiences, 
following the unnatural trail; those visitors who have explored 
the black parking lot, laid out in order to collect fellow travels 
for their stops, to guide them towards the experience, to give 
them access to the visitors centre, hunkered down in the dry 
desert climate, filled with trinkets of  past cultures: leather bound 
shoes, blue stoned neckless, bracelets and makeshift archaeologi-
cal findings for the children; though small in nature the centre 
and its shop has a stark contrast from the bright outside, the 
spaces that are derived by constructions governed by placement 
and ecological means thus its function that all architecture fun-
damentally does in containing and storing products and people 
from the outside; those new and well-defined humanitarians who 
drive economical cars and spend time exploring the new coun-
tryside full of  hope and disgust of  anything morbid; these new 
ideals that are more about the beauty of  fake epitomes—the bot-
tle still stands alone—their imagination was once built around 
the collectivisation of  city living but have moved to the individu-
alisation of  land ownership, towards the building of  individual 
empires where skewers crosses the lands as active participants in 
the global virtually, as outside though still embedded believing 
that nature would revitalising the human spirit it only heighten 
the need for connectivity. To show that everything is wonderful 
by creating a fake beauty for all to see via their continual screens 
proclaimed to be more real than real; so the oasis is posted over, 
and over again. 

Like the bottle, humanity has moved back to nature, has become 
a constant in the environments as so many avoided in the past; 
now in the age enlightenment and humanitarian growth those 
great humans left cities across the world; leaving to be free, in 
their constant belief  in the creative spirt, cultural advancement 
and the importance of  commerce and prosperity; the move oc-
curred in droves as standard of  life become unbearable for those 
who cared about enriching humanity with art and culture; those 
great humans of  riches and knowledge, for the governmental 
agents to the predatory capitalist, from lawyers who sought to 



deregulate—until their taps flowed with brown water—to the 
individuals whose belief  in choice was only acceptable for their 
own profitable gains; they left the unbearable cities as the cost of  
living grew whiles great housing blocks where debt ridden infes-
tations. Nature and land became the new frontier for the freed 
individual whose spirit of  improvement rose above the rest; the 
only stable and true source of  power for individuals with impor-
tance, the growth of  the individual farmer; the scapegoating of  
those who bought package products; they left those grey caskets 
and endless expanses of  buildings and windows, they left those 
who wanted to suffocate the free humans, those who chose pov-
erty over, they left them to root and disappear, to be ignored 
and abhorred; they left them as those politicians who lived the 
highlife and promised everything for the poor and invalid; as 
such the left the rolling roads, built by the sound sleep of  fibbers 
and cartilage, now forever sleeping under the blocks with only 
the harsh light of  neon to satisfy the meaning of  happiness; the 
cities became the same, everyone was the same and such they all 
felt that leaving was the proud individuals choice. 

“Pick it up, don’t leave you shit lying around hear this is not your 
privet trash yard.”

Said the rather larger individual who was blocking out the ray on 
sunlight from the above canopy; with their undistinguished fea-
tures and 90s style clothing, t-shirt and slacker shorts; the stern-
est of  the individual was mirrored by the surrounding palm trees. 

“Sorry, not mine.” replied K.M in their casual manner.”

“That’s no excuse; you were sitting there so fucking pick it up.” 

“Chill…chill what’s wrong with you. Pedo or something, I’m just 
hear enjoying my freedom.”

“EXCUSE ME; pick it up.”



“Fucking chill, clearly this country is set in their old way I thought 
we had moved on from this restrictive anger… You guys are 
fucking rude telling me to do shit that’s not even mine.” K.M. 
gets up from the bench and precedes to walk towards the path 
leading up the canyon hill towards the visiting centre; with the 
nagging knowledge of  their return to the cold, the empty streets 
and endless routes of  evergreen; the trip had often been a ficti-
tious jealous screen observation, due to the constant lack of  in-
ability to understand the importance of  deconstructing the post 
city living space as a product of  political and city colonisation; 
K.M. had finely manged to become aware and gain the necessary 
knowledge of  the creative freedom by producing a government 
approved and national approved application following the rules 
of  government approved aesthetical creation, they gained the 
founds though not needed to take the plunge—and find some 
clunge—in their mined this would be a enlighten and mesmeris-
ing experience, one that would give K.M. a new life, whiles im-
proving their ideas and so the trip occurred, with the normal im-
age based visit with a hope to reach happiness, a happiness that 
was routed in the sameness of  activity; as the time went on and 
K.M. explored this foreign land, they become more and more 
involved in recognisable behaviour; it was the same in their daily 
exploration of  life, same kind of  actions and stuckist thinking; 
such the questioning by this individual only made K.M. more 
enraged of  this place; this specific shit sanctuary of  pointless 
beauty and mediatory masturbation; a place for the individual 
with a conceding ideology and filled pockets, to show only what 
commodities they got; their unspoiled happiness only brought 
to a halt on crying T.V. where they lay out their hard struggles. 

“Asshole” came following K.M’s continual steps out of  the ideal-
ised oasis, the place that they always need to visit like a return to 
something that once was alive but had slowly been dulled through 
years of  pointless actions and unimportant quotations; a listen-
ing of  hope that only came with disappointments like many ir-
rational activities that one finds when exploring the world alone; 
so K.M moved towards the visitors centre out of  the cooling 



shades along the dirt track hunkered down by old wooden logs, 
grey in nature there to indicate a sort of  barrier for people not 
to step of  the wrapping path carrying individuals up the natural 
slope towards the plains. K.M. moves slowly, once their out of  
this place their journey has only one the eventual return home; 
home to those endless roads of  evergreens, those harbourers of  
modern iconoclasm in the spirt of  individuality; of  unintellectual 
conversations, and despicable people; of  the unbelievable blue 
grey hazes that stretches over the sky whiles its empty cities lay in 
waiting for unattainable lives, a place of  only the poorest, a place 
for those who cannot keep up with the self-righteous and inde-
pendent individuals, with patriotic hearts and deathly cynicism. 
The true creatives who defended their walls in order to dictated 
and drive the cultural appearance of  this nation, in order to keep 
it pure, they left the cities with their wealth and destruction; their 
cultural strength governed by government institutions and dic-
tated by friendship corruption kept the free humanitarians able 
to grow; by imposing beliefs that value is only granted to the 
individual with spirit and independent; those who complained 
and screamed where given their empires whiles  walls where con-
structed to protect their lands; those willing to corrupt the minds 
of  individuals with babbles of  shit and sameness, given the keys 
to power in order to satisfice their own pockets; those who claim 
progress for their own profiteering would spit on those who do 
not kneel before their kind.

“Look at me… whiles I destroy this tree.” 

So the value of  the creatives grew, their independence was freed 
by the ability to gather followers on mass; their videos projected 
an observation on the new individual the adoration of  coun-
try life; subsidises by free governmental labour. As the countries 
grew in freedom and cultural prosperity, those who choose to 
stay behind in the cities where given the opportunity to support 
those free humanitarians; the countries growth and prosperity 
was heighted by the grace of  the re-employment programs as 
work is still a virtue in these newly discovered lands, whose crea-



tives, artists and cultural significant induvial carry the weight of  
their countries progress and economic growth; 

“with new laws, we move outwards to conquer the uneducated, 
to bring anew a better individual to the forefront, and to inform 
those who have not seen the light by bringing them a better life 
through equality, whole foods, and gluten free lives—of  happi-
ness—as for those who resist we know where they belong, not 
in our new society; they shell endure the abandoned cities; they 
belonged among the deaerators and polluters; for our liberty and 
the individual can only survive in the safety and cleanliness gifted 
to you from your carrying government a carried by your creative 
humanitarian elite.” 

Our beloved screens transformed the world from communal 
sameness, towards a growing production of  the importance of  
the individual; the human who lived an independent life across 
the conquered countryside, exploring their own uniqueness; 
through pointless activity, as individuals created new reitera-
tion of  similar videos, eventually constructing the only true and 
important sources of  cultural understanding; once there might 
have been an idea, an geist that moved across the world col-
lecting and evolving, the development of  unique and explora-
tive identity; that was moving towards a point of  freedom, an 
exploration of  aesthetics, life, love and the experience of  being 
on a planet moving through space at unimaginable speeds; it was 
through the artist and thinkers that the world could grove, but 
their failures through institution structures and corrupted indi-
viduals with power and greed the world changed; now it says 
nothing and shows even less; now we watch these screened idols 
eagerly slapping their faces for 24 hours; we watch those fast cut 
edits and equal pitch conversations whiles people share their dai-
ly activity as expression of  cultural expressions. There is no need 
for context, there is no longer a need for knowledge or truth for 
a driven search for understanding; the new lands, the country-
side, a place where the infectious disinformation was capable to 
be spread like a virus, individuals from the city came in drowse 



continually with their ideas of  liberty and freedom; to show how 
their life styles was better more important and greater; and so 
K.M. moved onwards towards the pointless land of  nothing, a 
shit stain on the human experience—few found this land en-
lightening, since there were few who would argue that anything 
culturally great came from this pointless empty land—whiles the 
time in the oasis was a delight of  refreshing shade and comfort-
able heat, it had already been ruined by the individual the free 
spirited human. The bottle no longer stood tall on the table. 



Tuesday, May 19th 
There is a strange taste in my mouth whiles my head and body 
are still aching from the constant tiredness, finding it increasingly 
difficult to formulate myself. It’s like a thick fog laying itself  over 
my head slowly choking my intellect ever so slowly. Found the 
news reader specifically entertaining. Get ready, buy milk… go. 



Raining in the morning 
without an umbrella



Traversing the landscape the train passes over sound sleeping 
bodies of  metal, wood, and flesh; a happy carving created by 
scared and shame bodies, brought on by the shame of  poverty; 
stuck in their bunkers in order for those great new humans to 
flaunt their picture and posted empathy; that unforgiving shame 
of  poverty, placed onto individuals without individuality or geist; 
a sickness that so many feel needs to be stamped out by enforce-
ment, the police, public programs, or those who can provided 
the luxury of  work for the people who lack individuality and 
requires the benefits of  others to make their lives better. The 
train travels forwards on those forgotten bodies whiles the pas-
sengers sit in their cages with daily annoyances and pretended 
comfort, ignoring the drudgery of  the glories outside; an endless 
stream interrupted by yellow machinery, bright grafted colours 
blue, purple, yellow, gold and unchangeable; cutting through 
the evergreens and dead vegetation; so they stare down on their 
screens drenching their imagination with the possibility of  one 
day researching the ability to be an individual with free thoughts 
and independent drive. Traveling by means of  enforcement rath-
er than necessity; due to the righteous laws of  private teaching 
forced the poorest of  the population into trains, into carriages so 
they could be controlled and monitored, so the sound sleepers 
that lay their heads down to build the tracks, that feed the peo-
ple, towards their appointments of  gleeful work; and so the train 
continued across the carved landscape, of  unnatural heavy grav-
el, concrete bridges and metal pillions; a landscape once loved 
now to beholden to the great new humans who carved it up with 
their free vision built up by barbwire fences and erected dividers. 
The train moves along whiles its passengers sitting unaffected by 
the state of  the country as their cries are dethroned by sound of  
the sleeping sleepers. It was therefore a curies case that forced 
S.S. on to the train—a train that belts down the land towards 
buildings of  greater humanity—as their unfortunate accident on 
the road had removed their licences due to the death of  another; 
sitting in their private cabin the need to display an aroura of  well 
adverse traveller was the upmost of  importance as S.S. was a hu-
manitarian with strong opinions and sharp attacks towards critics 



whiles demonstrating gravure of  elegance often undenounced 
to those who lacked descent humanity. On this occasion S.S. is 
on a journey towards one of  those grandeurs celebration of  top 
individuals, they are unbalance, their journey brings them to one 
of  those events were the collection of  the modern is at hand; a 
journey towards the old guard in an old city as part of  an ironic 
yet traditional event; so by arranging their own cabin S.S. made 
sure their trip would not be ruined by those unforgiving people 
of  unaesthetical observation and dulled humanitarian spirit; a 
cabin with thick sturdy seats with a brown yellowed check pat-
terned and blue paper coverings darken by the years of  use; the 
cabin is empty apart from S.S. grandiose size and luggage, laid 
out for the sexual gratification of  prosperity and wellbeing; when 
questioned S.S. will always claim to have had the eye and perfec-
tion to places their belongings in such manner when it was the 
diligence of  a helpful conductor. The cabin, with fake wooden, 
plastic panels, and a heavy yellowed window was cut in half  with 
the stocky  fouled out table with a metallic ashes tray—left from 
the days of  free will and happiness for some whiles death for 
others—with a  heavy door the cabin was a sea of  luxury for 
those poor individuals without creative spirit, as the train a heavy 
smell of  nostalgia crossed S.S. allowing for some pleasure in their 
situation, a kind of  poor exploration of  the miss fortunate that 
they so heavy rely on but often forgets as it is a uncomfortable 
and disheartening subject matter.

“People want beauty, nice things… they want to explore sub-
ject matter through pretences and enjoyment that allows for the 
safety of  the virtual cathartic experiences.” 

S.S. though to themselves whiles gratefully enjoying their current 
future and position within the great and wonderful new soci-
ety that they have help to build and develop, an space for artist 
and free thinkers alike;  S.S. chuckled whiles their preparation for 
their big night continued. It was for this reason that the face of  
the conductor peering through the door into the cabin became 
an unconfutable eye sore, S.S. had lost track of  time and space 



as such had not notice the station that the trained had drawn to 
a halt; since the outside was still so plain and uninteresting the 
buildings and people had just melted into a blur and since these 
people were of  no value it had little meaning to S.S.

“Sorry for the inconvenience, but we need some of  the seats in 
this cabin!”

“This is a private cabin, I’m an artist invited by the art council for 
the humanitarian being… I need to be by myself  so I can prep-
per for my important arrival; to hell if  I’m giving up my place 
for some other people… This was booked early so it needs to be 
empty as well as it’s my right, there are plenty of  other spaces!”

“Well at the moment there aren’t any more places and the train is 
fully booked and we can’t have people sitting in the passageways 
as this will be an issue for safety, there are regulations and rules.”

S.S. posture and demeanour changed dramatically towards a 
stance of  victimless anger.

“I booked this early you have no right, you’re doing this cause 
you know I’m better than you and such are attacking me for 
being someone who has worked hard whiles lacy fucks like you 
take, take and take..”

“Either you allow them to stay in your cabin or you can move of  
this train and wait in a communal area at this station until a train 
with a free cabin is avilable.”

“Neither...”

By means of  luck the tired conductor has gained an opportunity 
to derive a little pleasure from the misfortune of  S.S. by using 
their position of  power—though one with no authority—the 
conductors angering smile is broken by their enforcement of  
their stern and hefty voice and threatening display of  their body 



towards S.S.  

“If  you don’t move or let them stay in your cabin we will remove 
you from the train and you will be left hear at this station until 
another train is willing to pick you up, which is most likely not 
until tomorrow or Friday.”

S.S. was taken aback; how dear this insignificant other take such a 
tone and display such disregard for their personal space, they had 
not only attacked them but invaded their space, their safety from 
the degenerates who as people would only take, take and abuse 
the wholesomeness of  S.S. creativity and goal for equality; as a 
human S.S. had demonstrated on many occasions their creative 
ability through the arts, they were linguist of  grace and beauty 
with verbal deformations that enforced not only the greatest of  
ideological symphonises. Today was different, today the artist 
gather in the great hall for its annual praise of  creativity and 
humanity, and such there was no possibility to demonstrate such 
human capabilities when the fight was against a person who’s 
clear hatred for S.S. would only end with the removal of  them, 
not only would this be a sin for the company but in S.S. mind 
a sin against the humanity of  artist ability to bring beauty and 
knowledge to the misguided, so they were at the mercy of  the 
conductor. Though deep down the need to arrive to the up most 
of  important cultural event this year did take president over any 
situation; S.S nodded signalling in contempt to fill the cabin with 
useless people.

“I will place your luggage in the overhead baggage compart-
ments above your seat if  that is ok.”

“Only if  you personally place it on my station platform your-
self… Otherwise I will make sure you won’t be working tomor-
row, I have already been treated badly and abuse.”

“I will.”



The conductor carefully moved S.S. bags and placed them in the 
overhead compartment, whiles the scruffy people awkwardly 
moved into the cabin causing the humidity to rise from their 
socked woolly; clothing in grey and black their sign of  poverty 
and uselessness, once the dominant street wear in the cities it has 
now become an offense to anyone who is an individual who is 
striving forwards; as each new individual pilled in—attempting 
to claim a space—the smell of  tangy clothing filled the space, 
becoming more pronounced as the empty seats filled to the an-
noyance of  S.S. whose singular glare meet the intruders before 
returning to dullness of  the window and its shimming country-
side; the conductor left, closing the wooden door to such sound 
causing a universal jolt amongst the new occupiers of  the cabin; 
their wet cloths still dripping from rain, the saying goes “those 
who can be free allow themselves to be creative, those who aren’t 
proper humans shall stand forever in the rain”; and so their in-
ability to demonstrate any usefulness only heightened by their 
position of  wetness, as the humidity kept on rising it brought 
along the tangling smell.

“Remember… this is my cabin and you’re allowed to stay in my 
private space that I paid for due to the kindness of  my heart, 
remember that when you’re think about speaking or asserting 
yourself… No one in hear wants to hear or see it. Remember 
that!”





Wednesday 21st August 
Checked calendar, I have nothing to do, no plans or people to 
see, still no replies for my party. Good job me... Apparently it’s a 
secret holiday today so everything is closed and I can’t get food. 
Still the news reader was fairly attractive in their tight white shirt 
and perfect stylized hair...



The bike



The movement of  the bicycle swept across the newly paved road 
laid down by free labourers and foreign bankers; it was on this 
day that the young individual was riding around with open trou-
sers and a light blue jeans jacket there to hid the individuals erect 
shame; looking for their next targets to formulate a new story 
to build an excitement and joy for future endeavours or a good 
story to spread around, or just a quick excitement for ejaculation; 
the bike gave them a better position as its flexibility and move-
ment allowed for haste when travelling around through the tight-
ly packed houses blue and grey cladded with white detailing and 
designer gardens; on this specific bright sunny day their search-
ing was in luck as a group of  pale individuals where happily place 
in the perfect position for attack; their daily task of  throwing 
away the trash had forced them into the open, walking across the 
parking spaces outside their house; towards the communal bins, 
locked up within its wooden shed of  the same distinctive colour 
as the surrounding houses. This area was made for those who 
were traveling through their lives, a place that house the poor yet 
to become rich or have the ability to cash in on their prosperity, 
though not land owners their lives still embodied the new hu-
man, as many worked in industries that promoted and valued 
the individual spirit of  conquering the lands, to utilise its value 
as much as possible; they spliced food products and engineered 
new fertilisations for maximum growth; as such these sort of  
communities were perfect for the individual on the bike whom 
knew that people would come and go and so, the community 
did not see strangers on their door step as something to fear. So 
they moved closer towards the group as they unwillingly open 
the doors to the shed, moved in with their large black bin bags; 
quick, quick the bike moved towards the shed as the victims 
moved out towards the sun, the shifting of  the jacket allowed for 
an exposure of  its purple head standing tall for all to see; with 
the acquired effect visible on the faces of  the unprepared vic-
tims, the bike moved away as quickly as it arrived leaving an eerie 
silence amongst those who managed to capture its presence; the 
day continued as the individual on the bike disappeared amongst 
the houses; waiting and observing before recreating the event to-



wards some other unfortunate soul who happen to be caught up 
in the individuals game, the search for sexual gratification, or as-
sertion of  their dominance over others, as a way to project their 
lack of  power in their own lives; unable to work, to explore or 
understand the complexity and finesses of  modern life, stuck in 
their own bounded belief  that the cities will become a prominent 
activity a place where people will come back to. These sort of  
event occurred on a daily basses in the modern world, an action 
that is so common it becomes a way for individual to grow up to 
become part of  the world, to understand their place in society; 
there was an innocent belief  that such activities would disap-
pear once the new human became a reality in the countryside, 
however the geist of  power never truly disperser but rather is 
transformed as it evolves into something new.



Thursday 27th November
Manged to snog my crush, was a pleasant experience, asked if  
I was capable of  getting back home alright, I said yes and felt 
bit offended by their assumption I somehow couldn’t get back 
home, maybe should have rethought my answer. Guess won’t be 
seeing them ever again.
 
There was no news on the screen today.   



Space for those whom 
dream



“Do they dance? Do they wave their hands in the air in the nude, 
smacking each other’s bottoms in a rump of  joy, constructing 
a beautiful cacophony of  exotic exploration? Slap, Slap, Slap, 
Slap, Slap, Slap, Slap, Slap, Slap, Slap, Slap, Slap, Slap; their dicks 
go. Could such people have a right to cultural creation; do they 
have any form of  creation, can a person who comes from an 
abhorred place or ideology of  hate and destruction create any-
thing that holds any form of  beauty, culture significant. It is clear 
now that we can distinctively say there is no real relation between 
moral conviction and artistic aesthetical understanding; there is 
a connection between neurological process and areas within the 
brain that light up under scanners when confronted with specific 
images and moral situations; here lays an interesting thought to 
follow lets set a premises. Can a person who might be engaged 
in an artistic creation, to develop an aesthetic experience for 
a viewer; let’s assume that this specific person has a disagree-
able moral background they engage in… or hold ideas we as a 
group would find disgusting; than by a brief  assumed definition 
we should find this persons creations abhorrent a traditionalistic 
view would be such; if  we believe that morality and aesthetic 
holds a genuine link however since they do not we can find such 
works intriguing. The cultural and aesthetical significances of  
works created under, by or through specific regimes that held a 
view often racial, xenophobic or anti xeno-cultralistic regiments; 
we find a way to spate these specific works from the objection-
able ideology by which it was created within. We define our cul-
tural triumphs by our moral standards and how we believe our 
specific ideological beliefs are a mandate for the greater good. 
If  we see art as an aesthetical method to improve or provide a 
heightening or changing of  another personal or moralistic views 
then art created within a specific ideological presence should be 
seen to be dangerous; we often see these as propaganda rather 
than art—in most cases that is true—though in the context thus 
kinds of  works are displayed in such order that its mannerism 
and understanding is that it is art. So the question therefore be-
comes a change… or an ideological principle that governs our 
assessment of  artistic value and work, any agreement or deliber-



ate viewpoint is irrelevant, art is neither a construct for political 
and social change or a tool to be used by activist for deliberate 
application towards change; neither can it hold up to the scru-
tinises imposed by opposite ideologies, in its form art has only 
one function to show nothingness in an ever changing world, to 
display few individuals understandings or beliefs that in some 
form moves a cultural homogeneity, moving forwards to an ide-
alised end; such an end; could often be construed to hold a uto-
pian belief  of  everyone belonging an love ideal, where no pain 
hurt, discrimination, hatred  or a-phobic ideals are ever brought 
up or discussed…” K.M. sat attentively listening to the given 
discussion going on at the nearby table, though sounding like a 
drunken rant for many humans; for K.M. it was something new; 
something different that warranted their ears attention over the 
dribbling of  shit that was presented by the ongoing discussion 
fronted by the most creative and culturally important humans of  
their days; sitting on the stage as a table of  twelve proclaiming 
things of  importance between the meals and glasses of  wines, 
paid on their creative greatness and ability to read their works 
often provoke love and observation from many whom sit and 
stare at their works complimenting them with phrases:

“Oh that’s wonderful.” 
“There is something really in this work that speaks to me.” 
“As a human this work real shows us what it means to be me.”

These power heads would casually throw their weight around 
claiming to work for the betterment of  human nature and cul-
ture whiles abusing and fornicating their ways across the bod-
ies of  thrown outs; those not so quite producers or creatives, 
those who did not aby by the communal notion of  the creative 
human; those who pushed for other works than the structural 
designed templates given to new students, follow us and you’ll 
be fine; and even though complains had been made on occa-
sions against the governing bodies of  un balanced professionals 
the place a puppet to brightly obscure the disgust that drives the 
powerful with greed and hatred through their attractive pose and 



functional prose.  Thus there was no surprise that K.M. would 
find the other so much more capitating rather than their duel-
lers surrounding, those who sit at the table but spat the same 
shit, with outer politeness so painful it sucks once soul out; a 
group of  individuals who love everything that is about the crea-
tive unity of  humanity who, do not want to reflect or think, who 
believe that everything created by those representing humanity is 
by far its upmost important undertaking; a savouring of  nature, 
country and liberty; their face of  same structure with similar hair 
and clothing, so they sat pointing at each other with great praise 
whiles their wined faces and eco-friendly non diary, gluten free 
plates provided for pleasure and thrown away to avoid the peo-
ple from touching such great beauty of  food consumption. 
 
“Let’s start off  with an example or an basic universal under-
standing that the night sky is blackness, a visible representation 
of  the everlasting void, apart from our moon and those close 
planets, there is nothing, nothing just endless darkness, an end-
less plain of  black one that from what we know goes on for ever, 
just nothing. Supposed that an individual radically claims there 
is something more to the sky then what we see, that we are just 
isolated from the rest of  the surrounding space; a freak of  nature 
unbound by its laws, stuck in an endless state of  nothing, whiles 
the surrounding space is filled by endless planets, satellites and 
suns, a forever expansion of  millions of  and millions of  places 
to be visited and explored; in such a case we would all agree that 
such person is a fool and their instinct and falls claims lay bare 
only to their ability to be a fool, our observation of  the space 
above us is nothing but blackness, we see it and experience it; 
and thus it cannot be anything but what we see; for the fool how-
ever it is a place of  wonder and unlimited expansions, no matter 
our plea and reasoning the fool will always believe their own 
fantasy.  So… when we observe this situation the fool will and 
always does disagree with us due to their experience, what they 
see have is though completely different still true in some form 
for that person; they are therefore in a place where their experi-
ence is defined by their belief  and as such we cannot change that 



experience until such person changes their belief?” 

K.M. wanted to move closer, to engage however the space and 
its rules would always deny such action; it was as much about 
banning those who did not belong to creating small groups of  
fake friends who drove ideological manifestation whiles claim-
ing great sums of  wealth and grants; “we are stuck in this pit of  
unlovable production a hell only drive by our own need for likes 
and smiling faces; I shell answer your request even though my 
answer won’t help you I just want to be on your wall” though 
K.M. as their glans at the empty spaces surrounding their table, 
and so the possibility of  excusing oneself  for the bathroom be-
came an option to move away from the position of  liberty and 
human creativity; K.M. got up and left the table, walking around 
in the near darken towards the communal toilets, stopping only 
to glance at the descriptive text for the current exhibition on 
display in the celebration for the collection of  great humans, for 
those who dare and care; a collection of  art that explained our 
human experience in such beauty that people would leave with 
tears in their eyes and a human need to create; and so the text 
read. 

In a space, created by those who chased idealised aesthetic expe-
rience, grander and more majestic then the outside, the grand-
est of  them all; manifested by its candled lit ceiling, streamed 
through a golden glow, feed by electric wires; blues and fluffy 
clouds, complete with silky skins blended to perfection so be-
loved by everyone that a distinctive dislike of  such beauty is a 
clear call to war on aesthetics itself; a space unlike any other for-
mulate to induce a true aesthetic experience for those who are 
seen to encompasses the rightful qualities, it is for such reason 
that those privileged cannot help to ignore the slight hint of  
thickening deposit yellow in its core consistent of  fat and dirt 
drawn out from years of  heavy fogging air; such is the brilliance 
of  the ceiling a notable figure of  upmost knowledge set forth 
the proclamation “that no justice can ever been done to such 
beauty to hold it up in the ever beckoning-sky as such our ability 



to truly feel its aesthetical force will forever be mitigated by ugli-
ness”;  the pillars of  regal gold that have the job of  keeping the 
celling out of  reach from the earth are subsidised by thickening 
red drapery, touched and one is capable of  feeling the full force 
of  these thick fabrics pushing downwards as the hang from their 
nooses, covered by strands of  weave spread across the heavy red 
void, by depicting scales of  great heroic deeds spread along the 
antinoded crests; such drapes, framing the landscape outside by 
walls of  glass reaching for the sky and containing the indivis-
ible earth, a gate way to the outside yet a perfect wall to prevent 
the sublimity of  a fearsome imperfections infringing onto the 
space; a space beloved and honoured, a highpoint of  cultural 
achievement, for those who are lucky enough to embraces its 
wonder, at a moment’s notice induced into an uniformed escape 
through dance though not free or lose, but following to the tee 
of  an indoctrinated militarily coordination; cynically positioning 
themselves within the social construct amongst the crystalline 
glasses, spread with fine detail that cuts it patterns through its 
stern containing free flowing bubbles racing to the top; an op-
posing force to a dark deepening floor whose surface is blessed 
by humanity, moving their feet across in a frantic dances that 
lures the feverous blood through their veins, as the action of  
conquest, possessions  and pursues are enacted amongst the 
crowed; formulating as a continual struggle between the leader 
and follower of  such synchronised dance movements, where any 
availability is used to peer over their partners shoulders only con-
trolled by their partners tight grip around their waist, so close, 
their intentions to draw blood from their many pins and sharpen 
fallacies on display are understood as their cooperative experi-
ence is shared; both fearing such action to occur, since the stain 
of  red would freeze the room in horror as its slow flowing na-
ture changes the fundamental structures of  the wearers white 
crisp solid shirt; contained within a darkening jacket, perfectly 
cut fastened for the individual, where the display of  a perfect 
line of  white before the hands imperfections constitute the key 
to success, as such each suite, jacket, stylistic choice are believed 
to have a base from a dedicated century of  individualism with 



flaring detail in order to capture those around, only falling short 
of  failure in a lack of  ambitiousness; (“the individual is free, they 
bring humanity and hope to the world destroyed and drained by 
those people who live in unaesthetical sin”, can be read across 
the bland faces stacte next to each other’s); countering such 
stricken constructions are the flowing differences of  dresses, a 
varying of  colours, shapes, and designs; functioning  to capture 
and restrain the wearers sexual purpose, an object for aestheti-
cal delights maintained within de jure of  modesty; (choice is an 
option of  cultural frugality, scrutinises to the up most for the 
amusement of  the masses to restrain their own fears in relation 
to the outside; whiles the wearer is hung out to acknowledge 
their failure, a persons whose inability at that specific moment 
is to function, to show their understanding of  their position as 
a gendered object, a thing to be behold and loved—framed by 
the bright lights of  technological wonders and transport across 
the globe at speeds from which the information is absorbed—
and as such the struggle between controlled and domineering is 
play out unbeknownst to the populist,) a struggle that is neither 
played out or experienced truly, but those who have the fortunes 
of  standing in these dubitable spaces of  ideals, where the danc-
ing and confrontations is locked away from prying eyes only to 
be give the glimpse of  beauty that we so believe we deserve; an 
unimaginable aesthetic ideal. The internal rambling stopped; as-
sured that an answer would spring up, K.M. rose their glass and 
stood still waiting for an answer, for a sort of  response from the 
surroundings; nothing, K.M. returned their glass and continued 
towards the toilets, whiles the humans around them ignoring any 
oddities. As their steps moved along, they noticed a singular art-
ist sitting on a chair reading outload from a collection of  papers 
fastened together in the most undistinguished manner possible 
with a great big thick golden staple. 

“As a suggestion, D.M. eye for a moment skipped between the 
moving drink and the surrounding crowed; since there was room 
for a break, a reason for breaths to be taken, facts to be ana-
lysed and thoughts to be created—D.M. stood out in the modern 



bulging crowed as an individual who lack the ability or stamina 
to cause any significant trouble, though well known amongst the 
young whom shared an interests in a believed sofa revolutionary 
built on likes and shares D.M. therefore was more likely to be 
meet with confusion than any great praises; the fact D.M. was 
a cultural humanitarian was often ignored by these people with 
idealistic sparks, as an individual with certain privileges, though 
controversial in ways D.M. was still bound by their own drives 
being known to have many nightly visitors, scandals parties 
where any sexual desire was meet by those who were seeking for 
it—D.M.  was posed to attack. The same ideological assumptions 
stepped forwards though misplaced and proclaimed from a naïve 
yet fine man it ran like so often it does with the same simplistic 
narrative: “But we experience the same thing, this is why all cul-
tural experience are so affective at driving forwards a narrative, 
we can change people’s minds with images, artistic paintings, in-
stallations and performances; we see how people’s minds have 
changed with the time and how art and cultural exercises are 
the account for such actions. We have gained and given rights to 
those whole lacked those by the advancement of  cultural mo-
ments, I know many of  people who have changed or experience 
a form of  renaissance awakening by just observing images on 
screens?” The crowed who should have stood firm in anticipa-
tion, waiting, hoping for presuming battle to ensue, a shooting 
match between individuals, drew back shuffled around uncon-
formable from standing for hours in restrictive but fine shoes 
of  shining black leather and heals with converging lines. D.M. 
stood silent; the eagerness to attack had dissipated, their fixed 
gaze wondered of  into the distance—there was nothing in the 
outcome, nothing worth continuing, to explore the outrights of  
imagination and thought—these people had no reasons it was a 
mare façade that had been plastered onto their blank faces, D.M. 
though, an ongoing list of  agreeing individuals, sure there where 
some who might bring a point or two but often those where 
read from timely manners developed by easy guides. No passion 
for the human experience, their minds where linked to the ever 
expanding set of  greed and falls imagery, the ideology of  I and 



me a shit stain on the social consciousness that could bring peo-
ple together but only enlighten those who strive to enforce their 
own need onto others emotionally, economically or physically; 
“Shit...” drew D.M. out from their mouth, followed by a stinking 
gasp of  exhaling air.”

K.M. continued onwards away from the art works and social 
connections and towards the standard that is the toilet where all 
are equal in nature. 



Friday 18th February  
Time to forget, was alone last night, cold, and spied on peo-
ple’s images; with a bottle, red possibly two. Today it’s time to 
buy some milk and beans, the news have become impossible to 
watch I find their inability to construct anything decent to dis-
tracting whiles their voices and language have become a burden 
of  remembrance, that of  failure. 



The exhibition



Our nature and me; an exploration through the mind of  
rocks. 

Through our exhibition we are going to explore how to see the 
world anew by questioning how our experiences are effect by 
specific aesthetical and social constructions. Our intention is 
to communicate these ideas whiles allowing for the viewer to 
be confronted by the nature of  the works constructed, this will 
place the exhibition within the framework of  installation, expe-
rience and the natural exterior. Our starting point will be, for 
the artists taking part in the project to discover and explore the 
humanitarian rock. This unique rock that  was transferring the 
world in order to gain a better understanding of  it, similar to 
how we as humanitarian creatives are developing and improving 
our societies and nature.( As a group we though that this com-
parisons is super important.) Through our research we found a 
tangent that drove along the narrative structures of  our works 
and societies, developed from the intersectionality of  homoge-
neity and conceptuality. We found that; the purpose of  art crea-
tion in relation to the natural world has significantly improved by 
the allowance of  enforced structural habitations; art as an aspect 
of  visibility and thought, do we connect with each other on a 
fundamental level or through a disjoining fracture brought about 
by those who are so unwilling to contribute to our spirituality; 
art as a process of  reflective healing earthly and spiritually; do 
we ‘artist’ have a responsibility in bringing the world into a bet-
ter place or should our market value be more important for the 
health of  our nation? 

Nature has always laid adjacent to art creation often functioning 
as a driving force in the creation of  art from its simple begin-
nings as lines on bone, sticks, and rocks; towards the complexity 
of  grandiose paintings, experimentation of  video and the recon-
struction of  our ugly landscapes. Since artists are always being 
pulled towards nature. Our aim was to create a different type of  
show, one that put more concentration on ideas that have previ-
ously not been explored. For some it will be dirty and raw, but 



as a group of  artist and especially as creative humanitarians we 
believe in this quest. We feel that it is important not only to dem-
onstrate a connection with nature but our wholesome belief  in 
the construct it plays with our individual lives. Unlike past shows 
our exploration will rely on how we experience nature through 
our screens whiles inhibiting it as comfortable surroundings. 
We have gone from viewing nature to experiencing it, to hav-
ing the aesthetic experiences as a whole complete event that is 
formulated via our screens and mechanical productions. Unlike 
those who chooses to ignore nature when traversing its majestic 
qualities and views. We have gone from wanders within nature to 
active participants of  the space who are able to capture the es-
sential aesthetical properties that natures offer. We have become 
better at understanding its contextual relations whiles transform-
ing our own oppressive thoughts. 

It is an exhibition for those who chose to ignore nature and live 
in the polluting cities, it is an exhibition that will bring tears and 
joy to the viewers. This collective exhibition is such a great ex-
ample about our genius observation on the world; it really brings 
up topic matter that has been ignored by many over the years due 
to their inability to formulate cohesive discussion surrounding 
the topic matter. We at the collective art space for the creative 
individual are not afraid to take on the hard hitting questions 
that confront us today. It is for this reason that our observation 
and selection of  artist was tailored towards those whose craft 
and mindfulness in their fields is perfectly brought together by 
our selected curator whose tireless work is for the greater good 
of  observation on the topic of  aesthetic experimentation and 
observation. It is for this reason the viewer will be expecting to 
see an intersectional progress between the use of  traditional ma-
terials to modern means of  exploration via the screen or video.



Absurdly placed in a traditional red brick factory building the 
generic and somewhat ironically fashionable gallery spread itself  
across the third floor,  the gallery main view  overlooked a make 
shift concrete court yard with few trees and even fewer patches 
of  earth;  thus visible strand of  green was only there to func-
tion as contrast towards the red brick exteriors and grey plated 
ground; and so the spaces was all in purposes functional yet dull, 
designed to help those who once occupied the space as a build-
ing of  industrial design and self-production, from an age before 
globalisation and the homogenisation; before the loss of  politi-
cal will and drives to fight for freedom, a world with hurt and sin; 
thus these spaces where converted, converted for the purity of  
creativity and humanity,  over taken by those brave individuals 
who stood up against the cruelty of  life and said we are individu-
als with our own though and our own mind; we create truth and 
love for all to see; for those who come and see. The artist worked 
hard. With long nights of  five o clock and complex thoughts, 
reading many texts that changed their minds for their jolt and 
kick they united as one, proclaiming.

“I have read many texts... on the subject matter and thus changed, 
this work is about that change.” 

Austerely hanged the gallant art on the white walls and industrial 
heart space like open wounds into the unaffected view of  the 
world; a collection of  complaints and idealised aesthetical crea-
tions in rule of  thirds and divine ratio, each object held a distinc-
tive pleasure for the audience who will always praise them as 
objects of  aesthetical and thought provoking desires a repeating 
quote from the gallant media; a media that offer friendship and 
praise to all artist, dancers, flâneurs, and singers; individuals who 
are all dressed to stand out as individuals more focused on their 
colourful makeup than the content of  their work, with harsh ex-
teriors and even harsher self-congratulating words, with attacks 
ready for anyone who does not belong;  useful in their collec-
tive attacks and abuses they shine so bright in the clouds above, 
standing tall on those pathetic individuals who have no func-



tion than to comply to their individuality. The artworks moved 
from simple pictures of  dead trees fallen in winter snow light by 
grey tones and black scars; to repeating videos showing images 
of  lakes with constructed floating doors, objects that are based 
in nature from their timber constructions; taken away, reformed 
and reintroduced to float in the waters of  early summer morn-
ings with sounds of  birds and insects transfusing the habitat as 
the water from the lakes soaks into the cracks and openings of  
the wooden doors, staining and emitting its wealth of  toxin; to-
wards those reflective drawings on fragile glass, with short phras-
es and niche quotes from dreary individuals. 

I wander through trees and sea, for which, I decided to see the 
sea.
By desperate yearnings of  conquest and sea, for which, I see 
those unable to see.
Aren’t I truly free?
My yearnings to be free, in wonders of  three, lay down to see
I’m alone at sea, veering to be free; of  this kind awful sea. 
Aren’t I truly free? 
When I can see the sea; as my veer speaks free;
In wonder we speak; am I truly free. 

The objects hanged in such manner that people found them-
selves uncomfortable by its appearance, it was revolutionary, 
beautiful and complex, well balanced in order to formulate the 
perfection of  laser lines with eye height uniformity; as all the 
works had an individual spirit created by those beautiful indi-
viduals with creative rights, creating a uniformity of  coopera-
tive function one that followed a greater narrative transposing 
dialogue between art and objects, viewers and subject matter. A 
formal communication from the creators to the viewers dem-
onstrating how those who attended the exhibition feel the in-
dividuality of  the works, created for the faculty of  aesthetical 
experiences. So came the opening where the most important of  
event took place, where individuality and creativity was discussed 
by humanitarians, where stories of  old and new where shared 



but never complex, where dissent was always a shameful act. The 
room filled with people and the air changed from a breath of  
tangibility towards a stiffening chocking layer of  filth and humid-
ity; whiles the sound of  increasing praise and dumb down com-
menting spoken through a language that penetrates its inability 
to capture anything other the a whining nobody, sharp in tone 
and simplistic in nature drawn down to sounds of  inclusivity; the 
glasses where filled with wine and fucked up crisp. 

“S.S. I find your work is extremely wonderful and exclusively 
taking an understanding of  how I should feel about this specific 
subject matter that you’re so skilfully showings… explain how 
this works is… so critical of  the nature of  things as they are 
today.” 

“By placing the intertextuality between the viewer and the sub-
ject…  I’m demonstrating how specifically those people who are 
unwilling to follow suite in our progressive and free thinking 
society, display and create a negative and forceful push towards 
negativity and enslavement of  free willing people… I often find 
that people who aren’t aware of  my work don’t understand its 
importance or simply they choose not to willingly partake in the 
discussions that for so many years people like me or others have 
been excluded from. We have all created works of  art that are all 
equal in nature and therefore we are all equal in how great things 
are.” 

S.S. stands as a statue of  greatness; like a human who is fulfill-
ing their potential; the individual of  free thinking human spirit 
being propelled towards greatness, towards the highest possi-
ble ideal; next to S.S. hangs their works, works created with the 
help of  government founded camera, tax deducted, that play of  
each other’s formal quality from stationary to moving, acting as 
counter points towards their content; the photographs being dis-
played, large in nature they display individuals naked in different 
landscapes with intersections of  mirrors; these are placed along-
side a video displayed on a large TV screen and head phones for 



sound, its showing people who live in the cities talking about 
their ideals, dreams and believes, often overlaid with images of  
death and criminal acts that the city folks often brings to the 
free world of  individuality and humanity; the videos contrasting 
nature comes this intermixture of  false ideals and grey tones, 
contradictory to the bright and sexual expressions of  the photo-
graphs, where the images become alive due to their brilliance, not 
only cause of  their colour but also due to the mirror reflections 
showing the camera team observing the nude individuals; in the 
photos we see freedom and partake in it, whiles the video shows 
death and hatred by individuals who do not want to partake; with 
its grey tones and muted colour schemes as reflectiveness on the 
city scape that so polluting and built on the capitalistic idea of  
communal work forces and corporate homogenisation. The peo-
ple within the videos are indistinguishable from each other, with 
the same clothing, the same facial expressions and intellectual 
complaints; their sameness is almost hunting back to the days 
of  racial stereotyping, whereby the photos stand as a beacon of  
hope for all to see, that the individual should be observed and 
loved; their nudity and sexual attractions are observed by the 
viewer and those who are actively taking part in the image mak-
ing; they are showing hope and dreams, they are conquering their 
environment and formulating a future for all to see and follow. It 
is a work that deals with nature and observation, the fight for in-
dividuality and the restraints of  those who chose to stay the same 
and enact a spirt of  the unliberated, those who want everyone to 
be the same. It challenges the viewers who pass by the works like 
a stream flows through the elegant landscape surrounding this 
forgotten space and so it shouts out like that of  S.S. neighbour 
who’s art speaks though in a different tune but reacts and moves 
perfectly along with S.S. A collection of  paintings showing the 
differences between the dull city landscapes with murder and 
violence, and the flowing beauty of  the conquered countryside 
of  free individuals; so they stand next to their works dressed as 
an equal to all other artists; like the collection of  collages show-
ing how we conquer nature through our independent thinking; 
and as one explore the gallery when meet with the visual installa-



tion of  a fake woodland built up using cheap chipboards covered 
by flakes of  green and brown paper creating a forest of  trees 
so pointless that only via the simplistic text provided, though if  
you’re not the right kind of  humanitarian person you might run 
the misfortune of  hearing; “you’re not allowed in this space as 
we are having a artistic seminar in this space”, the unwelcoming 
stupidity by those towers of  shining brightness. And so the tunes 
kept going in this white space, where people sang along to same 
tunes, dripping in dullness standing as a school disco only willing 
to talk to those whom are either worth expressions of  opinion 
or those with the ability to grant favours for further independ-
ence—to allow for the screams of  inequality to be given a light 
beat of  self-dough but still tell those with misfortunes to fuck 
off—they crawl round the rooms, fixing their sights not on those 
next to them but the future of  individuality; laying out:

“Hi, how are you, we meet at that party.” 
“I live on this estate it’s big and I’m independent.” 
“Check out my greatness of  intellectuality.”
“How great you are.”
“I just got to speak to this person who sorry.” 

And so on it goes whiles K.M. transferees the encasing land-
scape of  art, culture and humanitarian supremacies, hoping to 
find something worth engaging with, an individual that can hold 
down a conversation that would not end with.

“Don’t be so cruel and criticality has no place in our world… 
you really can’t say a thing like that… I really think you should 
just shut up and allow yourself  to explore this great work, or are 
you one of  those city people who can’t understand the new.” 
K.M. stands not in fear of  being exposed as a city folk, who 
does not understand the great liberation of  art and the aesthetic 
experience it brings, though fears the notion of  being labelled an 
outsider; someone who does not understand those courses and 
those difficult reads that was such a stable for their educational 
experience; they fear not being able to communicate a proper 



argument that does not offended or cause offense, a fear of  mis-
understanding the ability in creating works of  art that speaks of  
contemporary experiences. 

“So are you an artist, you can’t because like your inability to un-
derstand and appreciate these works seams to reflect a sort of  ar-
tistic inability. Cause clearly this work shows deep understanding 
of  a subject matter I deeply have a relationship too, I’m going to 
go and cry soon because of  it.” 

K.M. still holding their plastic cup of  free wine, bewildered, they 
were trying to formulate a reasoning or some sort of  argument 
possibly an excuse for saying something wrong; an attempt to 
remove themselves from the position of  being in the wrong in 
the eyes of  the free individual; to strive and be like them, to hold 
and feel the same as they did; to be something better and reflect 
upon the world like those people do; and such K.M. replied, 
“Sorry did not mean to offended I should have been paying at-
tention more.” 

“Well good you have apologised, but I need you to leave now… 
I can’t have people like you hear at the moment maybe once you 
have improved you can come back and we can talk about art. I 
don’t want to sound rude or anything but we can’t have com-
ments like that in this place.” 1

1 Providing a generic statement the artists is capable of  diverting the conversation away from 
critic to a dominance and abusive relation between the creator and observer.  It is therefore 
an artist’s most effective form of  defence though incredibly deflating when it comes to critical 
analysis. A visible sign can be viewed in the complete lack of  art theory and critic within the 
many publications, often the critics praise the artists’ works or the exhibition on display without 
much intellectual formulate other than texts that are easily adopted by artists for their personal 
statement. Without a solid foundation of  critical theory and art history works begin to stagnate 
into a display self-serving individuality fostered by friendship corruption, professor corruption 
and handling, where students create the same as the professors and are picked up by similar 
observers. This creates the atmosphere where the walls of  offense hold up the cultural heritage 
of  a country. Ultimately ending with the distinctive taste of: to challenge is to distance yourself  
from the greater knowledge of  art; to question art and its functions within our world; to attack 
those hard working artist with big grants and large sales, whose lives are bound by the system they 
feed; visitors are left with nothing to challenge or think about but only give into the proposed 
and enforced aesthetical experience, they are governed by, thus generically created text with an 
outcome and homage towards the notion:

this is it and nothing else 



K.M. moved slowly away.  The confronted artists turned and 
headed towards a known group where they have a communal 
belonging with the same ideals and same understanding; where 
they can show of  their work and have people see its individuality, 
paintings of  colour bands placed on to the canvas in thin layers 
whereby the artists selects through a harrowing process before 
displaying a few; next to a video of  a lone sitter on a train taken 
at the golden hour to enhance its emotional effectiveness whiles 
a soft spoken voice drones on about matter of  importance that 
only the most heartless unfulfilled person would not understand. 
K.M. mind runs away towards the reflective and freeing notion 
of  hope; of  the movement of  picketers who stand in line out-
side the artistic temples, with burning fires and wooden signs, 
proclaiming scabs to all who enter the unholy temple of  artistic 
shit; to those places where nothing is debated and nothing is 
allowed; where spirit of  individuals of  the people is shown to 
those who pretended to be holy; to those who act and take for 
their individual gains; those who have no shame in their claim to 
the creation of  artistic work when their creation is no more than 
a product for consumption there to drive the individual nowhere 
but a nice aesthetical home. K.M. wandered through the crowds 
observing more and more art; the photographs to the videos, 
from the paintings to the performances; from gilded sculptures 
to disappointing texts; with the hope of  gaining a point of  cel-
ebration from the enslavement of  dullness and sameness that 
these individuals who are acting like lights for the human spirit 
has failed, and thus returned to a commercialised bitterness of  
empowerment and friendship corruption where those who abide 
by the rules of  true individual aesthetics get the rights to pro-
gress, to show and to be given money to conduct the creation 
of  art; as such the force of  S.S. voice bellowed out. “Hi, I’m S.S. 
and an artist, this is my work… it shows something you haven’t 
seen before.”    

We better understand or fall into the trap of  being a naïve individual whom incompleteness and 
inability to acknowledge the ever shifting artistic formulations transfers the social connections 
within our society and even art itself  towards a greater aesthetical understanding; a conductive 
and transformative exercises for the empty minded.





Saturday 2nd May
The Sunday theory goes as follows: on Sunday you drink till 
Monday morning only to find out whether or not you’re lucky in 
love, if  you fail you will die alone; if  you win you will meet the 
love of  your life by the end of  the week. 

Need to remember to buy milk and toilet paper, can’t do it when 
hung over again. News is pointless to watch so now I just sit in 
and watch my wall in the mornings. Found out that channels are 
used to brainwash my mind with a clear case of  unbiased cover-
age through program, due to a political and social ideological 
stance. 



The great space



Every year these spaces are filled with payed politicians, enter-
tainers from all fields to the unimaginable elites whose documen-
tation of  their wealth and lifestyles are a celebration of  the hu-
man geist a dedication to the availability from travel beyond the 
earth; individuals who carefully document and censors the expe-
rience in order to build a common fictional virtual experience, a 
reflection take from their hands as an adaptive extension of  their 
bodies;  actions that are for the true purpose only allowing for 
the experience at that moment to be real, highlighted and exem-
plified by the number of  views and acknowledgment by the un-
ordained public, following those rear moments presented within 
a world lost and removed from the grounds it stands on. Pre-
cisely for this reason the unfeeling of  alienation an unwelcoming 
sight of  invisibility overcame K.M. This space, one that should 
an element of  perfection, suddenly started to lack the lure that 
presented itself  so neatly; people where transfixed within their 
groups, controlling their boarders with a ferocious endeavour, no 
strangers allowed, only those creatives that fulfil their ideological 
stance are allowed past; no uncontrolled quarries, to speak was a 
privilege that one was given; “your nothing hear until we recog-
nise your position amongst us”; unwelcoming and yet the lure to 
stay the need to stay was too great of  an addiction; reasoning on 
the subject matter K.M. whose posture had changed from a con-
fident to hopelessness. Why is it that standing in this place had 
become such a bore, there was no real interactions and those that 
did occur where only formulations of  meet and greet arranged 
by those above; often these decrepit occasions of  just standing 
around in a space, that they had been invited to possibly by ac-
cident since there was no other explanation to it; K.M. lurked 
back into their habit of  comfortable invisibility, leaning against 
a cheap looking round metallic table, with an over enlarged lip 
feet rest and chrome base spread out far beyond its need; K.M. 
placed the free glass of  champagne on the table. To not look like 
a complete creep the necessary use of  a screen and photo tak-
ing was brought up through random intervals between the sips 
of  cheap champagne; once the eventual action of  image making 
had past there was little left for K.M. other than to observe fa-



miliar book marks newspapers whose writings on the subject of  
human conditions and world events could easily be quoted for 
the necessity to seem like a knowledgeable person, an individual 
who carried for humanity, the creative observation and ability to 
be free; though K.M. intention was never to engage in the texts 
but as a defence mechanism in order not to look like some kind 
of  weird, a sad and lonely losers for the amusement to others;  as 
the articles passed swiftly by a title surprised K.M.’s eyes  “The 
individual and creative human; building a better future for us 
all via art” this article seemed fine; the bubbles in the glass had  
started to die down to a lumbering state as the residual heat from 
the crowed slowly heighten the chilled champagne; take a swig, 
in order to steady one’s mind K.M.’s thought, as the tempered 
champagne had cleared K.M.’s throat and the empty glass had 
been placed back on the table; K.M.’s mind started to wonder 
again, a move towards questioning this surprising situation, why 
was this possible for such a person as K.M. to experience such a 
fortune to be encompass in the space, the atmosphere of  deca-
dency and fictitious creativity, whom came knocking luring K.M. 
out of  that simplistic uninteresting life. 

After a rather successful diner combined with an ongoing ex-
hibition that not only demonstrated their courage as artists S.S 
found themselves in a state of  adulation, being at the centre of  
the most important of  events, the gathering in the great space of  
cultural activity, of  free humans who seek to express the upmost 
importance within the arts, theatre, music and virtual; S.S. had ar-
rive. Unlike the loathsome person K.M. was S.S. shin was ampli-
fied amongst those individuals who had the pleasure and ability 
to surround them and such they were central of  all the grandeur; 
standing perfectly aligned with heavy performer and political 
theorist, as well as other artists who would explore the depth 
of  humanitarian work through simple drawings, loud shouting 
and structural compilations of  context, continuality, the privilege 
and the forgotten; artists who stood in the space only to praise 
creators of  video, sculpture of  meh ,and sound resonance. S.S. 
though as they stood amongst these individuals they rejected the 



offering of  free spirits and preached for wholesome listening 
of  their theories on political and social relations, on art as an 
instrument for social reform and the current broken system that 
allowed for such horrors to be enacted on to the free individual 
by those people living in their wretched cities. S.S. proclaimed: 

“Why would you pick someone like that and discriminate against 
me, or another creative person who’s soul purpose is to bring joy 
and cultural to the masses. Unlike those people who suck the life 
out our world and act towards dominance behaviour through 
forced sexualising of  humanitarians to restrictive actions be-
cause they disagreed, as a person who is of  size and stature I’m 
often told no but look I’m hear better then all of  you because 
I’m an artists.” 

The audience adhered to S.S. voice became more intrigued in 
their courage, their ability to speak out against those who as-
sumed the right to provoke and deformed the ideological grace 
of  humanitarian culture; their courage that for so long was sup-
pressed by those people in the cities, a humanitarian breath that 
would never die, as it lit the flame of  justice and equality for 
the free creatives, for those who were individuals driven by their 
greatness, their documentation and observation; in this instance 
they were able to show the world what it meant to be a free 
being, to transposes the instances of  luxury and politics, they 
showed through edited videos that skipped and hopped to simi-
lar beats with accents and tone of  shame notation;  S.S. new 
they were in amongst those who had so much to say, and so the 
discussion began. 

“Often many of  my works come from anger, or the develop-
ment of  anger. I have read like an article or text that somehow 
makes me angry, makes me wont to start making, to capture that 
anger. I think this is important in the creation of  works.”

“Me too” communicated an individual. 



K.M.’s realisation that without a glass standing by a table might 
as well be pointless, however since the cheapness of  the tonics 
was lacking, there was no other choice then to attempt to find 
one of  the few remaining free drinks; the drinks had played a 
minor role in the evening’s festivities as K.M. had been surprised 
they even had gotten into the space; accustomed to rejection so 
denial would have been a preferable outcome since it would re-
move the need of  early morning snacks of  greasy condiments to 
stifle the nights fuels, no staggering for change or last bus rides 
home, no drunken banter or hiding from the lights to secure 
that last companion form the night; only a hotel room of  lilac 
coloured sheets and white curtains, a fixed TV with a channel 
selection that described mediocracy of  entertainment, a place 
so unfoundedly empty that not even the houses drinks could 
savour the fallacy of  loneliness when masturbating in a hotel 
room. Unlike others K.M. would never have another; and so oth-
ers greatest where granted those important available claims, that 
only truly creative humanitarians where given; more than they 
deserved, money to travel, money to live, money to charge others 
to pay for their taxis. 

“I don’t think you understand, you see” said S.S. with a sterner 
voice. “You see, it’s important that we bring in diversity into our 
collective experience as individuals through such actions are we 
able to grow and advance. The experience I had is supper impor-
tant and we must all share it.” 

“Diversity is good but often I think we should have more con-
trolled over what is creatively produce, I mean we can’t have just 
anyone come and claim to be an artists, or musician or actor.” 
The rather stoic and slim human stood opposite S.S. “I mean we 
can’t really allow for progress to slow down by unimportant in-
dividuals only cause they believe in somewhat creative freedom, 
your experience and aesthetic production is important cause I 
can see it is but those outside of  this space less so.”

“Without saying, but I would propose this, what if  we had two 



people who both had the same qualification of  some sort ap-
plying for the same position. One was an artists the other was a 
person, who would you pick.”
“Artists, always they are better, always better, they claim some-
thing more than what those other people do, and they tend to 
take rather than give.”

“I agree, but I also think we should give them a observing to as 
well, give them some encouragement, often these people won’t 
have anything useful to show but it’s important to at least have 
a look.”

“I disagree I would never do that. It’s a fucking disgusting no-
tion.” S.S. was offended by this answer, how dare this creative 
humanitarian attack them with such an outrage that they would 
every allow a person to drive a project, or get close to the crea-
tive minds, the give a person who rather destroy freedom then to 
celebrate it; this was an attack. In order to straw off  this imposter 
who clearly was a person from the city; S.S. returned to their 
natural ability by gain the upper hand in situations by creating as 
much dram as possible; through shouting, power play and anger 
often aimed towards those who were quite able to cause a change 
but would have contact with more important people; it was a 
rather successful strategy as it would break down individuals so 
much that when the right person was approached S.S. had cause 
so much trouble they often never wanted to argue after seeing 
what had happen to their counterparts. Unlike in the past when 
phone calls and harassment could be used, in an open space like 
tonight it require more of  a finesse, a solid game plane to destroy 
the person in front of  them whom had no right to disagree. 

“I’m sorry but as a humanitarian and individual of  creative free-
dom, an artist who works hard in developing my unique vision 
of  the world… I’m helping people unlike comments like that. 
We are all trying to show grace and upmost respect towards the 
aesthetical, our heritage and more importantly to show a bit of  
humanity towards the world. Whiles aggression and attack on us 



because we might not stand up to your idealised body shapes, or 
city beliefs; does not mean you can just devalue our thoughts. We 
are as much equal hear as you are, and we know for a fact that 
when we come to your place we have no rights.”  
When approaching the past it was often via the convention of  
observational expectations, it was often through artists that cul-
ture could be understood; their intellects showed the world how 
thing had been, how bad it had become before the awakening. 
For K.M. the study of  people within the cities, displayed in large 
books often hundreds of  images; all the same; showing gritty 
faces amongst bottles of  cheap booze; they were individuals with 
ill-fitting cloths, leather cladded trousers, masculinistic belt buck-
les, tight shirts, and large cleavages, gathering in their heavens 
of  cramped bars together in an orgy of  drink and music. They 
escape their everyday dullness of  long hours low pay and tattered 
lives; for  K.M. this was a world long past yet strangely roman-
ticised for its devalued and forgotten sensibilities unlike today 
where the arts lacked the drive of  anarchy or anger; now individ-
uals with free thought stayed away from the dark booth, places 
only occupied by old relics that wonder to and from the pissed 
floor heavens and open taps; these people whom dance until the 
early hours of  the night, who swing their bits, stroke unasham-
edly their parts, who grabs and grind to the music, where age is 
not defined but explored on the communal floor; these people 
who are neither false or real, shared more with the human expe-
rience than any original creative individual though K.M. as they 
transgressed the idealisation of  creative endeavours.
 
“We share little with those grand operas of  the past, stale and 
stagnated. I find it better to explore the creativity of  individu-
al videos on my screen.” The comments game from a strangle 
looking individual with gap teeth and open eyes, gazing at S.S. 
who had been attacked and violated by the uncomfortable ag-
gression of  a person, one who had hidden in the crowd for the 
pleasure of  destroying artistic creativity; this phrasing spurred a 
light of  hope that humanitarians where still on S.S. side, there to 
protect each other and the collective freedom. 



“The individual with their creative mind are a derivative and 
example towards our collective goal of  freedom, humanity and 
love. Without the cultural influences on our world and the abil-
ity to prosper in the countryside we would have been without 
a future, a future of  nothing but dead and empty vessels.” S.S. 
raised their non-alcoholic glass. “To our gracious love of  each 
other and those who fight to keep us safe from the bourdons 
of  collectivism and takers, let them burn in their cities of  dust 
and hate.” Those around S.S. lifted in unison as their individual-
ity rose to such height that the greater surrounding stopped to 
observe this dutifully performance; an expression of  creativity, 
of  love for humanity; at this moment S.S. once again felt their 
acceptance of  these people, they no longer need to scratch at 
shit spaces or just managing galleries, from now on things would 
be given and taken; the history of  culture would be controlled 
and dictated and only those hard working humanitarians of  great 
could criticises S.S. it will be a new golden age of  art.  

K.M. whose legs had fallen asleep observed a strange occurrence 
in the middle of  the space; odd enough to catch their eye but too 
far away to work out what was happening; so they slovenly began 
to move attentively forwards, being aware that each step should 
navigate the sea of  people whom occupy the space; each atten-
tive movement is crafted to reduce the risk of  attention; “not to 
drunk, not to drunk” continued the mind even though the ef-
fects of  alcohol had yet to truly taken its toll, though the fear was 
always there; thus the movement continued forwards seeking for 
some hope of  redemption that was not just another crystalline 
glasses something more than just a repetition of  those generic 
openings, similar conversations and dull discussions; a redemp-
tion from just observing and drinking; often there was nothing 
else to do amongst the sea of  humanitarian artist who always 
proclaim their independence by ignoring those who did not be-
long; critic was dead and the artist killed them.  K.M.’s move-
ment became more deceive, a rhythm of  natural dance—there 
over there—K.M.’s eyes fixated. Passing the sea of  people whose 



positions are always shifting as if  transfixed in a stream, forceful 
onwards, bringing thoughts of  the tiring attempts of  swimming 
salmon towards their final destination of  sexual liberation, a bat-
tle for life and death; inept and frigid; a need to explore was via 
the possibility of  observation and screens, those beauty places 
of  nature captured for all to see; K.M.’s steppes moved forwards 
to their goal pushing aside black suites and well-defined dresses; 
occasionally mimicking a nod and smile to fuckers who would be 
forgotten; the sameness that defined the experience still followed 
K.M.’s footsteps. Standing in front of  them a recognisable face 
suddenly swung out and awkward silence; though not someone 
they expected to see or rather would have avoided. 

“Hi.” 

That familiar response came back, “Oh… hi”, as they attempted 
to move away from K.M. scuffling awkwardly, though the crowd 
of  people slowly squeezed them closer together it made an con-
versation more and more unavoidable. 

“It’s not just a fact, when a government does not intervene in 
the creation of  cultural identity such as art, theatre or music, its 
citizens or rather the people will start to corrupt and degrade 
the sentiment of  humanitarian creativity. Who pay their bills 
through their hearty work, and why should such taxing endeav-
oured found people who still live in the cities, who still derive 
their pleasure through their deliberating ways.” 
With anger and condemnation, they continued to define their 
stance unequivocally calling out loud into their counter parts 
face, so was the predicament that K.M. who had been squeezed 
into a uncomfortable situation was unable to partake in an actual 
conversation; their stance and somewhat current dance partner 
stood with little to say rather than “oh did you see that new ex-
hibition, the works were great; I know the artist whose part of  
it, they live in this supper cool house in the country side. Manage 
to remake the landscape to its proper aesthetical position. I think 
they are such a genius. I think you meet them.” They embodied 



that selfish fulfilment and tone of  voice, how they would always 
proclaim their achievements to anyone they meet; from train 
conductors to media figures, their self-indulgence manifested it-
self  in their attitude towards those around them and their artistic 
work; though naïve they often though the ongoing exploration 
of  ideas that had become stagnated was a universal truth, how 
works and happenings was somehow a rediscovering of  art; how 
their exploration that always need to be validated by professors 
or art observers, and so their website proudly stated their artistic 
intentions via the means of  another. So K.M. endured their con-
versation “So I had a meeting with a curator who was like I love 
your work, this could should be shown hear, and that should be 
sent there; it really made me feel like I’m a proper humanitarian, 
my work is really important and should be celebrated. Like I’m 
so happy that you are in this great space as well.”   

“Yeah.”

“Are you looking forwards to the show, I hear it’s going to be 
great this year lots of  interesting new things.” The distant con-
versation became more of  a dream rather than a possible reality. 
“When our government’s own watchdog is scrutinised by the 
governed for mismanagement over the observation of  the gov-
ernment, and not only lets them of  but continues with confident 
of  their service we know there is no litigation for law; in such 
a state we are bound to explore and understand that there is no 
freedom for the individual... You claim to be angered by such no-
tions but lack the irony since your part of  the problem, a person 
who’s to fucking stupid to see their own faults, since you’re rid-
ing the wave towards success by the same means you so greatly 
protesting…” K.M. was stuck with an individual who thought 
that knowledge was pointless and truth could only be found by 
just being and making. So they broke their silence and screamed 
at this disappointment of  an individual sitting at their table. 

“It’s fucking raining outside, you’re fucking idiots… How the 
fuck did you think we would ever care about this fucking shit 



stain… Come on… Fucking rain… It is fucking raining you ig-
norant fucking asshole. Rian. Rian Rain Rain Rain Rain Rain Rain 
Rain Rain Rain Rain Rain Rain Rain Rain Rain Rain. Somehow 
we have manged to move from zero to a fucking negative, some-
how you have manged to fuck everything up, to create a state so 
fucking improbable it amasses me that you’re still able to deliver 
some sort of  proficiency at all. Let’s just keep on fucking things 
up like this and everything will be fine. Everything will be fine, 
as long as we keep on blaming others and enforcing reactionary 
politics. Fine fine fine fine fine . Everything is fucking fine. Keep 
shovelling shit at your Tv. Everything is fine with morning news 
and equal Tv, government controlled shit box. Fine it’s all good. 
With the daily grind of  shit shovelling and those fucking idiots 
who can do what they want. With the law on their side, let’s give 
people a right to not give a fuck, to complain and equate their 
senseless lives with fucking unimportant products. To fill their 
walls with images made by false capitalist who sought not to en-
lighten but to enrich themselves. Everything is fine as long as I 
can get my handout, my helping of  rights. Let’s just get rid of  grit 
and replace it with feelings. Let’s all just sit and hold hands, and 
hug and feel, squishy our body parts together but don’t touch or 
look. Let’s all just be fine together it’s all fine. Fine. Fucking as-
sholes, unbounded by law control and decided whiles they piss 
away taxes for the profiteering of  the rich, themselves or anyone 
willing to take from the country’s wealth. It’s all fine. Let’s just 
sing together. Hold ourselves hugs. Hug.”

The lights started to dimed as the crowds shuffled to a standstill 
waiting for the show to start as a blue bean shine down onto the 
stage the performance artists appeared in officers clothing and 
perfect stage makeup. 



Sunday... 1st August
Haven’t heard anything back, most likely ghosted again. 
Remember to buy milk. 



The yellow rock



It was mighty curious how the story of  the yellow rock began 
their origin amongst the unexpected travels that the planet had 
taken; from its birth of  spinning dust to a central core of  pres-
sure and heat; a mechanical factory driven by process of  mass 
movement and unamiable patient; restrained in nature each rock 
waited for its turn to become an individual an product for the 
exploration of  the surface upon which all other rocks carried 
their burden; to see the sun and be able to feel the air, the cold, 
and sea. So deep down the yellow rock moved from a liquid 
state, free flowing moving upwards as their age grew their exte-
rior harden, slowly they moved from viscose to solid; flowing a 
glowing fluid to a solid mass; squished and heated by the pres-
sures around them. As they age their learning grew, knowledge 
of  the vast seas that could soften the most harden of  individuals 
to the dry barren deserts and everlasting landscape of  changing 
climates. The rock was told that one should pick a place and 
make it their home, to watch the world change as they grew from 
the earth on to the surface and wait learn before age and time 
brought them back down to their birth place. They were always 
told that no rock had ever attempted to transvers the world, to 
move across its boundless environment; as such action was in-
sane but also silly. 

So the yellow rock formed unlikely in colour and unlikely to fol-
low their parent’s advice. When asked it would always reply. “I’m 
going to see the world from dry land to the depth of  the sea, 
I will not rest until my dream has come true and all that is vis-
ible I will touch.” And when the day came for the yellow rock 
to leaped away from the earth bound it did so with bright lights 
singing out loud, “Let the choir of  the heavens above, space divi-
sions, proclaimed insertions, that I’m here for you all to see that 
my destiny will be free to seek those earthly bounds of  pleasure; 
were talking about fucking, fornication, direct genital contact.” 

The yellow work began their journey in Afton, Wyoming. 
“So why bright yellow”, asked the elephant.
“I’m the yellow rock.” replied the yellow rock. As a rock they had 



never seen their own reflections as such had no real understand-
ing of  colour or shades, the rock who assumed their name came 
from not their indifferences but rather their creativity.  

“Never seen a yellow rock before” replied the elephant. 
“I haven’t seen such odd creature as you” replied the yellow rock, 
looking up at this newly discovered creature that was standing 
above them. 
“I’m an elephant” said the elephant. “I’m large and rubbery and 
greyish with an elephant hue, like all my other elephant friends. 
We are elephants and we like being elephants.” The elephant said 
with a smile.

“We live here on the surface of  this planet. Where are you from?”
The yellow rock pointed down to the ground, “I’m from there.”
“Where” said the elephant.
“There, where I’m pointing.” 

The elephant seemed confused; the yellow rock lacked any vis-
ible consigned shapes. “I’m sorry but you lack any extremities to 
point, like we elephants have trunks” the elephant showed their 
trunk, swinging it to and fore, slinking and dimping around the 
trunk was majestic. “Look, I have a trunk that I can point with 
do you have something like that can show which way you mean?”

The yellow rock watched in amazement, “Oh how I wish I also 
had a trunk”, thought the yellow rock. 
“No. I seem not to have anything since I’m a rock.” 
“That’s ok” said the elephant.
“I’m from the earth of  the planet, far below this ground. I have 
come up here to explore this world and see everything that I can 
see. Feel everything I can feel, and make new friends, the bests 
of  friends ever.”  

The elephant looked at the yellow rock with a smile, the yellows 
rocks friendly voice and yellow glow made the elephant smile 
with such joy. 



 
“Tough I’m only an elephant I would like to be your friend 
though I would like to let you know that I’m not the coolest 
elephant in the world and often most other elephants tell me to 
stop wasting their time because no elephant would ever want to 
be with a loser elephant like you. Also I have a romanticised view 
of  the world when in fact it’s full of  suffering, hate, greed and 
disappointment.” 

“I don’t mind” said the yellow rock. “You’re the greatest thing I 
have ever seen and I would love you to be my friend.” 

So with a hasty swing the elephant picked up the yellow rock and 
placed it on their back. The yellow rock was filled with joy as it 
sat on the top of  the world. Moving along observing and singing, 
the yellow rock and elephant moved towards their goal to see all 
the things, and feel all there to feel a rock and an elephant made 
quite the pair. 

“Do you enjoy wasting your life… are you incapable of  fully 
function like a proper human, leaving you shit everywhere” so 
continued the following of  words after K.M. as they moved 
along the hill up towards the visiting centre; as the strong heat 
basked onto their face, with clear blue skies and a painful shine, 
the path moved them along up out of  the oasis and onwards; 
K.M. mind wondered towards the prospect of  attaining a sort of  
spiritual trinket something they could show their friends; hang 
around their necks for those long gym sessions and movie like 
shower scenes; created by the local indigenous people, shipped 
in and secured through direct actions of  law and government en-
forcement; as long as they stayed and made a living on as roman-
tic beings that can be observed, exotified and photographed, for 
the new observant humanitarians, they were allowed to stay; as 
long as they accepted their faith of  bound individuals whose na-
ture and spirit was bound to the creative artistic observation they 
were loved; they are spiritual beings connected with the lands for 
the consumption of  the lucky and fulfilled; and so often when 



visiting these places one is included to support mother nature 
and the great rediscovering of  life by the purchasing of  trin-
kets and holistic items neatly displayed in glass cages observed 
over by poor individuals with tired eyes, governed and controlled 
by the true individual who saved them from their misfortune 
driving with the stick of  honesty and truth, a successful creative 
whose ideals and life reflect the proper way of  being with others 
and nature; they sit in their stores, or outside courtyards covered 
by bright coloured fabrics, blue, red, yellow patterns of  great 
structure and complexity that tells stories and shows myths of  
cultural significances for consumption by those who believe in 
the future of  the true human whose goal is to be self  and achieve 
a greater number of  likes and hopes, these constrictions that for 
so many years where forgotten by the new individuals that they 
never sought to discover other than to bring the room together 
or impress others of  their greatness of  explorative nature, travels 
and cash flow; these aesthetical ideals are part of  why so many 
whom come and spend those who believe to be enlighten by 
having images of  patterns of  cultural aesthetic nature have noth-
ing to say; K.M. therefore goes fourth towards attaining such 
trinket, to continue the growth of  disparity whiles claiming to 
help and promote those who have lost their way, to give them a 
better life that often is not given to others due to their lack of  
intellect or willingness to move forwards with the individual who 
is capable of  producing and being. 

The yellow rock and the elephant meet a carrot named Judas of  
Stockport. 

The yellow rock and the elephant were wondering across a green 
garden filled with Monet flowers and Manet ladies. What a won-
derful space, was it not? 

“I don’t care for the masculine artists of  the past or today, as 
they have nothing to say or communicate. I believe they have 
had too much spot light shown on them and I’m far more im-
portant in my creation of  neo liberal non semiotic sexual though 



not sexualised art and fallacy.  I believe in me focusing on the 
now and me, as the past brings nothing of  intellect.” Attentively 
the crowed listened as the carrot gave an impromptus passionate 
speech, booming with confidences and spiting with joy, those 
who had gathered where lucky with joy. Who had come some 
would ask, for this time of  declaration, there was Picky the pig-
let, Sparrow the humpback whale, and Joseph the gardener and 
their cohort of  concubines. 

“Hello, I’m the yellow rock and this is my best friend elephant… 
We are on a journey across the lands to see everything and feel 
all the good in this world.”

Sparrow the humpback whale drew a hefty smile and braced the 
lightly paid garden path. “Welcome to our hobble garden of  de-
lights, we see you brought candy and ginger ale.”

“Yes. It’s for all to share” said the elephant and gave the gifts of  
candy and ginger ale. 

Judas of  Stockport jumped from their podium as their love for 
candy and ginger ale was by all in the garden the greatest thing in 
life as without such simple joys, life for Judas of  Stockport would 
be meaningless. “I must say that it is the simple thing that gives 
life such joy. For many, there is unfortunate suffering, and if  you 
find yourself  suffering take joy in the simple things. Take joy in 
what you been given otherwise life becomes a burden.” 

So the group sat down for their candy and ginger ale and as the 
drank and ate they enjoyed the garden space as the suns ray flick-
ered across the sky, cascading onto the colourful leaves, water 
filled pound and white lilies. “So what do you do?” The yellow 
rock asked.

“Well I’m a teacher and enforcer non-binary free ideological sci-
ences. I teach people how they should express, feel and speak 
when it comes to non-offensive observation and views. You see 



we live in a world that increasingly ignores love and we teach 
people how to behave and feel when they are speaking or dis-
cussing important issues so that freedom of  speech will forever 
be fair.” 

“That sounds like a wonderful thing” replied the elephant. 
“It is” said Judas of  Stockport. 
“I have often found myself  feeling bad when talking to other 
elephants who do not share my world view I also feel like I can’t 
communicate with people who don’t believe the same things I 
do... Probably why I don’t have any elephants friends.”

“It’s not you. It’s the other elephant’s faults for not wanting to 
accept eth you. In my work I would go in and make sure that all 
the elephants like you by giving them the told and understanding 
of  your opinion and feelings.” So Judas of  Stockport went on to 
explain to all those around them on the sun afternoon all about 
how we can work together using understanding and hugging and 
education to teach each other to be better people. How words 
that adult use can hurt other adults, how places of  education is 
not about factual learn but about learning to feel each other’s 
emotions. They explored intersexual communitive theory and 
social identity constructs and how or vision of  the world is for-
mulated by non-achievable goals in order to keep us down and 
restrictive within our binary roles as products and participants 
within the meat grinder of  gender capital violence. They ex-
plored non-binary aesthetic deconstructions and how the world 
was designed to enforce specific aesthetical experience in order 
to keep free thinkers down whiles communicating and alienating 
those who experience things differently subjugated. They talked 
long into the night observing each other’s arguments respectfully 
with finger clicking praise, as the sun was rising, their tired minds 
drew weary and so it was time for bed and a good long rest. 

“Do you have a place to stay?” said Picky the piglet. 
“No” replied the yellow rock. 
“Do you want to come with us…? We have a nice cabin with 



plenty of  space and beds. It will only cost you some money but 
not a lot. Maybe some of  us will share a bed as well.” Said the 
new friends of  the yellow rock and the elephant. 

So they all went back to cabin the yellow rock and elephant paid 
their dues whiles the rest took it in turns to collect their fees and 
as the day rolled by the joy of  everything turned for pleasure to 
pain. They told the yellow rock and elephant that their dues had 
been paid and they had to leave, don’t be upset it was all fun for 
everyone and they should not lead those of  kind hearts on with-
out giving something back. 

As the yellow rock and elephant left the garden the sun sank into 
the ground as the sky changed its blue hue to a beautiful orange, 
red, purple and black. All and all it was a good day thought the 
yellow rock and elephant. 

Upon the path laid a yellow rock, an oddity in these surroundings 
which consisted of  sandstone and clay with dry desert earthy 
colours; the yellow rock therefore act as a stop sign for the inat-
tentive caffeine ridden individual who has spent far too much 
time thinking about their own abilities as spy master and sea 
captains; this yellow rock of  little significant lay in the way of  
K.M. who would often ignore such mundane objects, however 
this  yellow rocked seemed to be unique, to embody something 
different, it was neither a rock or an object it was a living thing; 
one that seemed to strive for a goal; one that had their own paths 
crossing nations of  induvial freedom and creative geist; however 
as it had occur that on this specific occasion the yellow rock 
paid no attention towards the strange creature standing above it; 
the rock was sterile in its though on K.M. presence, it was more 
content with moving across its land, the land where by it was 
formed and nurtured, brought up by heat and pressure forced 
out through strain of  the earths openings; a rock that gained 
its colour proudly and wore it every day like a sign of  its purity 
and association with its space; today when this rock was moving 
slowly across the marked path carved out by creatures who bore 



no association or observation of  their world, invaders who took 
and destroyed, who killed all those around them with weapons of  
horror, they beat and shaped they constructed the rocks around 
them until they gave in and became unnatural shapes or glued 
dusts; the rock no matter how much it screamed and shouted, 
how much anger it gave away it was all ways to be subjected to 
destruction; and so eventually they got to a point of  acceptances, 
the yellow rock new that one day they like so many others would 
end up being a product of  the creatures destructions, to become 
their slaves to carry the burdens of  their societies and be used 
for their towers of  greed; the yellow rock was and would always 
be aware of  nothing but the truth they had come to acknowledge 
that nothing could or would ever change the nature of  things, 
and so when K.M. picked up the yellow rock it gave no notice of  
the event, more concurred about the nature of  the universe or 
the spiritual of  the earthly being that embodied the planet that, 
this yellow rock had been birth at; it gave no attention to the ac-
tion of  K.M. when they through the rock across into the oasis, 
listing to the sound it made when breaking trees and cracking 
apart when it hit the ground; the yellow rock became another 
victim that is just there for the enjoyment of  the creatures and 
their needs, so it accepted and carried on towards the goal of  
moving along the nature and world it had been placed in hop-
ing one day to achieve something more than just being a yellow 
rock, maybe see the oceans or travel along its deep floors. So the 
progress of  observation into the rocks physic continued  as the 
analysers pondered over it usefulness and intellect, can this thing 
produce such a great though and observation; how can we place 
its intellect into a space for all free minded people to see how 
wonderful it is; we need this space to be filled by its creation; and 
so the individuals of  great study gathered their productivity and 
created an exhibition around their interpretations and thoughts 
on the subject matter of  the rocks mind. They gathered many 
with similar presidencies and all those who came praised this 
exhibition on the rock as it delivered not only a great insight into 
the spirituality of  the world but it also demonstrated the great-
ness of  individuality amongst the creators; those who are capable 



of  creating the true form of  aesthetic stimulation; the crowd of  
the cities stood confused and angered whiles those free minded 
people with their individuality spoke out against the incapable.

“You, yes you, you lack basics... unaesthetic fucker!”










